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Joint Committee - Statement 1
Statement for WECA Board Meeting on 14 June 19 at 1400. From David Redgewell
I ask the WECA rapidly publish a bus strategy for the area and work with North Somerset to ensure
that it covers the entire region in a co-ordinated way. There needs to be clarity over the strategy over
the provision of vital bus services in the area regardless of the ownership of the local bus companies
such as First UK Bus. WECA is the public authority responsible for bus services in the area and they
must publish their strategy.
I also ask that WECA to do all that they can to facilitate North Somerset Council joining WECA as soon
as they are legally able to and also to discuss Mendip joining WECA as part of a Somerset reorganisation.
Can they also look at developing a bus deal with all bus operators to enhance service frequencies in
exchange for reduced congestion and bus priority measures and also including new vehicles, new bus
garages and improved passenger waiting and interchange facilities. This could be along similar lines
to the deal agreed with Bus Operators and Cornwall Council. WECA should also look at Park & Ride
sites being used as bus depots which would create jobs and make better use of the land used.
There is also a need to progress the Bristol Parkway interchange site which is important for
connections and interchange in the region.
WECA also needs to publish their Suburban Rail Strategy again they are responsible and we need to
see it clearly set out their aims and aspirations.
I wish to see the MetroWest proposals implemented as fast as possible now that the funding has been
secured, including the Portishead line and including good bus / rail / cycling and walking
integration. There needs to be an urgent building programme for the Portway Park & Ride station
including good interchange facilities at the new station. Other priorities include the new stations in
the plans and the Arena Station and the Henbury loop.
I recommend that WECA plays a clear role in the commissioning of rail services in the area. There also
needs to be one Regional Transport Authority for the whole South West Region which can then work
closely with WECA for this sub region.
(2)
Additional statement with first group buses in the south west GWR and swr their is a need to
progress the bus strategy with urgency as coast and capital are marking abid to take control of the
board on the 25 June 2019 Coast and capital are an American hedge fund that wishes to break up
the company therefore the Mayor needs to protect bus and rail passenger s in Bristol and weca
I ask the WECA rapidly publish a bus strategy for the area and work with North Somerset to ensure
that it covers the entire region in a co-ordinated way. There needs to be clarity over the strategy
over the provision of vital bus services in the area regardless of the ownership of the local bus
companies such as First UK Bus. WECA is the public authority responsible for bus services in the area
and they must publish their strategy.
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I also ask that WECA to do all that they can to facilitate North Somerset Council joining WECA as
soon as they are legally able to and also to discuss Mendip joining WECA as part of a Somerset reorganisation.

Can they also look at developing a bus deal with all bus operators to enhance service frequencies in
exchange for reduced congestion and bus priority measures and also including new vehicles, new
bus garages and improved passenger waiting and interchange facilities. This could be along similar
lines to the deal agreed with Bus Operators and Cornwall Council. WECA should also look at Park &
Ride sites being used as bus depots which would create jobs and make better use of the land used.
There is also a need to progress the Bristol Parkway interchange site which is important for
connections and interchange in the region.
WECA also needs to publish their Suburban Rail Strategy again they are responsible and we need to
see it clearly set out their aims and aspirations.
I wish to see the MetroWest proposals implemented as fast as possible now that the funding has
been secured, including the Portishead line and including good bus / rail / cycling and walking
integration. There needs to be an urgent building programme for the Portway Park & Ride station
including good interchange facilities at the new station. Other priorities include the new stations in
the plans and the Arena Station and the Henbury loop.
I recommend that WECA plays a clear role in the commissioning of rail services in the area. There
also needs to be one Regional Transport Authority for the whole South West Region which can then
work closely with WECA for this sub region

David Redgewell
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Statement 2 – from Celia McCarthy
My name is Celia McCarthy.
I’m a mother. A wife. A small business owner. A resident of Bath.
I have never protested before.
I’ve never felt politically motivated enough to take a very public stand.
Perhaps I was afraid that my voice wouldn’t count. Wouldn’t be listened too.
But I speak here because I’m far more afraid of ignoring the urgency of the climate emergency that
faces everyone on this planet right now.
Everyone on the planet includes me. Includes you. Includes everyone in this room. Parents. Partners.
Children. Business owners. Pillars of the community. The West of England Combined Authority.
This is an emergency that we can no longer ignore.
You need to listen.
This is not going away.

I used to think that small personal changes on an individual level would be enough. But it’s clearly
not. We need stronger political policies and strategies.
The world’s leading scientists in the IPCC Report say we have only 12 years to keep global warming
to a maximum of 1.5C, beyond which even half a degree will significantly worsen the risks of
drought, floods, extreme heat and poverty for hundreds of millions of people.
To achieve this needs radical and collective action across all walks of life – and this includes actions
and decisions taken every day at local government level.
If we take no action in the next 12 years our planet is on course for a 3-degree rise. IPCC predictions
for this are catastrophic, we will be looking at large-scale coastal and river flooding, the death of
almost all coral in our seas, mass extinctions, failing crops, mass migration and famines.
And in case any one needs reminding the IPCC is The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
The United Nations body for assessing the science related to climate change.
Large-scale coastal and river flooding, mass extinctions, failing crops, mass migration and famines.
These repercussions will affect us all and the future of every child living across the WECA region.
I’ll say that again.
These repercussions will affect us all and the future of every child living across the WECA region.
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BaNES have taken the forward thinking step to declare a state of Climate Emergency and a carbon
neutral target of 2030 as has Bristol and now the UK.
The WECA website points to changes towards sustainability and clean growth.
But we’re not interested in woolly platitudes.
We are asking for measurable, clear actions so that the target of being Carbon Neutral by 2030 is at
the centre of every bit of WECA business, every single meeting, every single day. It becomes part of
our lifeblood.
You are in a position to hold budget for so many activities relating to delivering carbon neutrality,
from house building, to infrastructure to transport.
So how you respond in placing the move towards carbon neutrality and crucially investing in this is
vital to its success and mitigating the worst effects of global warming for the people who have voted
you into power.
I can be no clearer the evidence is bleak: we are running out of time, we need to take action NOW.
Not in some year’s time but NOW.
If Doctors told you that over the next 12 years you get a terminal illness unless you changed your
lifestyle radically – would you do nothing?
Or would you make fundamental and far-reaching changes to the way you lived your life every day in
the hope that you and your family would be spared some of the worst effects?
Surely any sensible person would opt for the latter.
BaNES and Bristol have decided to take bold action so we now look to you as our elected
representative to deliver on this and invest in this and to create a positive legacy.
In 12 years’ time, when your child or grandchild, or the kids on your street ask you ‘What did you do
to stop the effects of climate change – what real actions did you take?
How you will answer?
Honestly, how will you answer?
Are we doing enough?
Are you sure? How sure?
Thank-you for listening. I hope you can hear me.
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Statement 3 – from Cllr Mark Weston
ITEM 15 - METROWEST – UPDATE & FUNDING DECISION
I write today to support the work currently being done on the MetroWest projects and the
application for additional money from the WECA investment fund.
We are reminded daily of the levels of congestion that the sub region suffers from. If we are
to solve this conundrum then, as I have long advocated, we need to actively embrace an
ambitious rail strategy for the wider Bristol conurbation.
The MetroWest Programme remains the single most important integrated transport
infrastructure project in our region. Its objectives to increase connectivity, reduce car
dependency and congestion as well as tackling environmental pollution are, if anything,
even more critical today than when first included in Joint Local Transport Plans.
MetroWest Phase 1 and 2 is rightly regarded as a priority for the Combined Authority (and
North Somerset Council) if we are to cater for or support the delivery of 105,500 new
homes and 82,500 new jobs as part of the WoE Joint Spatial Plan.
Appendix One: helpfully lists the main benefits to be delivered for residents,
employees/employers and visitors to the region in terms of additional access to an
enhanced rail network, increasing passenger trips (rising to 1,295,103 by 2036), extra
stations and greatly reduced journey times.
Given the significance of these objectives, it is absolutely critical that the Joint Committee
now gives approval to draw down extra funding (totalling £11.6m) from the Local Growth
Fund to contribute towards closing the identified funding gap of £46.9m. Here, of course,
we should also express gratitude to the Secretary of State for Transport, Chris Grayling, who
has agreed to provide additional funding of £31.9m.
Next week, the Cabinet in Bristol is to consider an update on the next key milestone to be
met after Phase 1a and 1b are in place. Namely, MetroWest Phase 2. I trust the Mayor and
his colleagues will reaffirm their commitment to supporting rail. For me, the re-opening of
the Henbury Line – and not just a spur – has become something of a personal crusade. The
growing burden placed on the road network in north Bristol dictates that the money will
simply have to be found to create an attractive public transport alternative to the car.
The plan to run an hourly service to new stations at Ashley Down, North Filton, Henbury and
increasing the frequency of trains going out to Yate represents a major improvement in
provision. However, I continue to believe that the formal assessment of potential passenger
numbers on this route was and is greatly underestimated.
We need to be looking at when we can fully restore the Henbury Loop with new stations at
Chittening and Horfield. And revisit the options for an Ashton Gate station and what could
be achieved at St Annes. There is so much untapped possibilities in our suburban rail,
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potential that could do a great deal in allowing the sub region to adapt to the transport
challenges ahead.
After decades of underinvestment and neglect in our railways, we are truly on the verge of
entering a new age of rail. We must not falter now or allow momentum and political will to
stall. For this reason, the approvals you are being asked to give today are a critical part of
this process.
COUNCILLOR MARK WESTON
Conservative Leader
11th June 2019
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Friends of Suburban Bristol Railways (FOSBR)

Statement to WECA Committee and West of England Joint Committee,
Friday 14 June 2019, Guildhall Bath.
1. Filton Bank and the green light for MetroWest Phase 1A: FOSBR notes that since the four
tracks on Filton Bank were delivered in November 2018 that the reliability of services on the
Severn Beach Line has been largely restored. We are now very keen to see the speedy
implementation of MetroWest Phase 1A (half-hour services to Avonmouth, hourly to Severn
Beach) and have recently launched a petition to this effect.

2. Joint Local Transport Plan consultation: We suggest that the work on finalising the JLTP4
should now be on determining priority order of the various projects. We commend to you the priority
chart we published below as part of our own response to the consultation.
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3. Portishead – FOSBR are delighted that the remaining £48 million has been found for the
Portishead Line to go ahead. We propose a celebration event at Quays Avenue Portishead where we
can plant a flag with the proposed 2024 completion date.
4. Severn Beach Line – We ask that WECA should consider working up proposals for selective
double-tracking of the Severn Beach Line as the single-track sections are highly sensitive to delays.
This would also reduce idling on the line as there is considerable residential housing in this area
where air quality is a concern.
6. MetroWest Phase 2 – We support the request to WECA Committee for funding £3.519m of the
remaining £11.036 shortfall, to proceed to the Full Business Case (GRIP 3) and would urge that
MetroWest Phase 2 is expedited in consultation with YTL, taking into consideration the likelihood of
an Arena at Filton and future-proofing for the full Henbury Loop. We are concerned that the
MetroWest Phase 2 update provided to the BCC Cabinet for Tuesday 18 June has not been included
in either the WECA Scrutiny papers, WECA Committee or WoE Joint Committee.
7. Pilning - FOSBR urges that WECA include in their ongoing Rail Study a business case for Pilning
at its present location that both includes a cycle track south to the new M49 Junction and a Park and
Ride serving Thornbury, until Thornbury Rail can be delivered, and notes the high footfall this would
generate for Pilning.
7. Infrastructure – FOSBR urges WECA to continue to urge DfT to approve funding for Bristol East
Junction and to propose further infrastructure schemes to enter the Rail Enhancements Delivery
Pipeline – Severn Beach Line selective double-tracking and the remodelling of Westerleigh Junction
to facilitate the delivery of the Thornbury Line.
8. Governance – FOSBR notes the large numbers of staff now at WECA who are devoted to
investment planning, but would urge the appointment of staff with expertise in delivery of public
transport. We commend to you our response to the Williams Rail Review where we propose that the
Combined Authority should have authority over procurement, rolling stock purchase and maintenance
(which is more economic than hire) and control of delays and cancellations.
9. Clean air and the climate emergency
a) Bristol Airport - FOSBR urges WECA and WoE to assist the constituent councils in every way
possible to reduce the illegal levels of air pollution in Bristol, Bath and N Somerset, and to work with
Bristol Airport to ensure that all air passengers travel by public transport to the airport before
considering any expansion. We continue to suggest a minibus link to Nailsea and Backwell and
provision of the second ramp at the station. We understand that the flight emissions are to be
included only in Scope 3 (along with plastics and other hidden carbon) and would urge that the
Airport make public all the emissions due to flights both to and from the Airport.
b) Clean Air zones - We also urge WECA to fund clean air interventions such as electric delivery
vehicles and to use all powers over enforcement of zero-idling zones, closure of roads around
schools in the morning and afternoon and both workplace charging levy and roadspace reallocation
to prioritise buses, taxis, walking and cycling.
c) Clean Air Day - Finally we challenge all elected members to travel to work car-free and to
participate in the Bristol Clean Air Alliance event at Castle Park on Clean Air Day, Thursday 20 June
from 12pm-2pm.
10 – Capita proposed hostile takeover – FOSBR is alarmed at the prospect of the American hedge
fund Coast and Capital’s bid for a hostile takeover of First Group and urge that WECA intervenes to
prevent this and to safeguard the rail and bus services this will affect.
Christina Biggs (FOSBR Campaigns lead)
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Statement 5 – Joint Committee
Green Councillor Clive Stevens
Statement to WoE Joint Committee - agenda item 12 LEP Outturn report - Councillor Clive Stevens,
Clifton Down, Bristol
Dear WoE Joint Committee,
Firstly: a warm welcome to the newly elected leaders of our region.
One of your remits is to encourage business growth and thus I would like to comment as follows:
Economic uncertainty
As a businessman myself, last and this year’s uncertainty has not been conducive to investing in the
future. It simply isn’t possible to maintain confidence in the direction UK plc is taking (and I include
the JC, the LEP and WECA within that).
Downturn?
Recent statistics from the Bristol Economic Briefing show: employment rates beginning to fall,
claimant rates beginning to rise and the same deprived wards are highest on the list, retail vacancy
rate up, office take up in the centre down (due to shortage of space it says) and new business start
ups down too. Add that to the national picture and we are going through a rough patch, hopefully
nothing worse, but not conducive to private investment except construction fuelled by the
inexorable increase in land prices. Plus I hear that Engine Shed 2 is suffering delays within Bristol City
Council. That’s not good either.
State investment
There was an economist called Keynes (no this is not the start of a limerick) who stressed the need
for the state to make counter cyclical investment when private investment was low. I’m wondering if
this is a time to take his advice?
Choosing what to invest in
If so you need to decide what to invest in. The LEP accounts (page 19) show a severe underspend in
the local growth strategy. Hopefully that is because you are reviewing it in the light of the climate
emergency? The UK’s Government, such that it is, has drafted a statutory instrument to accelerate
the Climate Change Act target to neutrality for 2050 (to be reviewed in 5 years apparently) and there
is clearly a pressing need to improve the life chances of those in deprived areas of Bristol and
elsewhere.
Invest in economic transformation, green new deal
There is talk in some circles of a green new deal. I have deliberately taken the capital letters out
because in my view it’s not a political choice but a simple necessity – to start planning the industrial
strategy for state investment to boost the opportunities of those in deprived areas, training, jobs,
and cheaper cleaner transport. Only significant changes will support the huge amount of green
investment necessary to make ours a sustainable economy by 2050 and a world leading economy
with the skills and businesses necessary for whatever brave new world is to come.

JOINT COMMITTEE – 14 JUNE 2019
QUESTIONS AND REPLIES

The following questions were submitted by the deadline:
1. Christina Biggs – Subject: MetroWest / rail issues
2. Cllr Clive Stevens (Bristol City Council) – Subject - LEP revenue outturn report
2018/19 – 5G (agenda item 12)
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QUESTION 1

Questions from Christina Biggs (Friends of Suburban Bristol Railways)
Subject: MetroWest / rail issues
1. What proportion of the agreed Phase 1 full £1.1m subsidy per year will WECA be paying
for the now-timetabled MetroWest Phase 1A half-hour service to Avonmouth, (hourly to
Severn Beach), has this been committed to FirstGroup PLC operating as GWR, will the
service be in the May 2020 timetable, and how much of this is dependent on a fare
increase?
2. Will WECA intervene to prevent the proposed hostile takeover of FirstGroup PLC by
American hedge fund Coast and Capital PLC and are there contingency plans in place to
protect GWR, SW Rail and FirstBus passengers?
3. When will MetroWest Phase 2 (including services to Gloucester and a N Filton Arena
station) complete GRIP 3, are costs projected to escalate as much as for MetroWest Phase
1 and how much funding will YTL be providing?

REPLY:
1. WECA has allocated £6m to the capital delivery of MetroWest Phase 1. The
treatment of revenue subsidy and surplus is subject to ongoing commercial
negotiation with GWR. Any revenue subsidy would be for a limited duration only, to
bridge the gap to the start of the next franchise period. We anticipate we would be
able to update the Joint Committee by the end of 2019, but we are dependent on the
franchising process being managed by DfT. The timing of the opening of this service
is dependent on the delivery programme which is currently being established with
Network Rail. We will update once the technical work to confirm the programme is
complete.
2. WECA cannot intervene in the operation of the financial business market. Rail
franchisees are subject to statutory duties with regard to their passenger services.
Any owner of GWR or SW Rail will be held to those responsibilities. We are not
envisaging a short-term threat to existing commercial bus routes but will monitor the
situation closely. Where a bus operator is operating a contracted service for a local
authority, any new owner would be expected to continue to be held to those
responsibilities.
3. MetroWest Phase 2 GRIP 3 costs were received in August 2018. These costs
formed the basis of the Outline Business Case. We are currently awaiting the GRIP
4 Cost Estimate from Network Rail but are not expecting a significant cost escalation.
The scheme currently being costed is for a base case including the development at
Cribbs Patchway New Neighbourhood, but not a new arena. The potential new arena
will be subject to planning approval during which an understanding of the transport
impacts of the plans will be assessed. Any measures required to mitigate these
impacts would be negotiated as part of the consideration of the planning application
as with any other development.
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QUESTION 2

Questions from Cllr Clive Stevens
Subject: LEP revenue outturn report 2018/19 – 5G (agenda item 12)
Q1: I see the LEP have spent £145,000 on the 5G network in the WoE region. Assuming this
was public money, I’ll ask please about the public benefits envisaged from this program. All I
hear about are safety risks, security risks and environmental risks. So apart from benefiting
the Telecoms providers and Government from auctioning the bandwidth, what net benefits
will 5G bring to the public?
Q2: Given the benefits you have listed in your answer to Q1 above, have you done an
assessment as to whether the benefits outweigh the risks (also listed in Q1 above)? If so,
could we see it please.
REPLY:
1. The expenditure reported was public money, spent on the costs of external consultancy
support in the preparation of WECA’s bid to the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport’s Urban Connected Communities opportunity.
DCMS launched the Urban Connected Communities project with a view to providing the
opportunity to use developing 5G technologies in the innovative delivery of both public and
commercial services to individuals and businesses, to improve the quality of urban living and
working. It would also open the potential for economic development by stimulating the
development of a 5G ecosystem involving multiple industry sectors.
Although reaching the shortlist along with two other Combined Authority areas, WECA’s bid
to the UCC opportunity was ultimately unsuccessful. However, it set out that we saw the
public benefits of a successful UCC project being realised in three main areas:
-

-

-

Health and Social care
o Technologies and infrastructure at scale for health and social care, with a
focus on community delivery.
o Internet of Things supporting remote diagnosis and assisted living.
o More efficient transport for emergency services.
Inclusion
o Platform connectivity to community centres for digital skills training and reskilling.
o Improve public safety across neighbourhoods.
o Enable/scale digitisation in community factories, such as Knowle West Media
Centre.
o Give social entrepreneurs the tools to tackle community challenges in new
ways
Mobility
o Support region-wide autonomous transport pilots in real service scenarios.
o Manage traffic congestion – with a focus on delivering cleaner air.
o Manage end-to-end transport and freight logistics within and across the urban
areas – improving efficiency and productivity.

2. In the context of WECA having no plans to directly provide 5G infrastructure nor a 5G
service, requiring spectrum licences, no such assessment of the benefits of providing a 5G
network has been carried out, and in any event was not a requirement of the bid process.

With regard to public safety and health risks, DCMS, as the lead department in 5G roll-out
say:
•
•
•

•

•
•

A considerable amount of research has been carried out on radio waves and we
anticipate no negative effects on public health.
Public Health England’s (PHE’s) Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental
Hazards (CRCE) takes the lead on public health matters associated with
radiofrequency electromagnetic fields, or radio waves, used in telecommunications.
Central to PHE advice is that exposures to radio waves should comply with the
guidelines published by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation
Protection (ICNIRP). ICNIRP is formally recognised by the World Health Organization
(WHO).
Some 5G technology will use similar frequencies to existing communications
systems. Other 5G technology will work at higher frequencies, where the main
change would be less penetration of radio waves through materials, for example
walls.
While a small increase in overall exposure to radio waves is possible when 5G is
added to the existing network, the overall exposure is expected to remain low and
well within the ICNIRP guidelines.
ICNIRP guidelines apply up to 300 GHz, well beyond the maximum (few tens of GHz)
frequencies under discussion for 5G.

A summary of PHE advice on radio waves can be accessed in the following link:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/electromagnetic-fields#radio-waves
PHE is committed to monitoring the evidence applicable to this and other radio technologies,
and to revising its advice, should that be necessary.

